Ph.D. Course
The microeconomics of Banking (15 hours)

Vittoria Cerasi (Bicocca Univ., DEMS)

Syllabus 2018-19

All lectures will be held in Bicocca

The objective of the course is to teach how to model the several aspects of banking within the theory of financial intermediation.

◊ Thursday 30 May, 14:30-17:30 – Room U6-12
◊ Tuesday 4 June, 14:30-17:30 – Room U7-08
◊ Wednesday 5 June, 14:30-17:30 – Room U7-06
◊ Wednesday 12 June, 14:30-17:30 – Room U7-08
◊ Tuesday 18 June, 9:30-12:30 – Room U7-08

1. The justification of financial intermediaries


2. Bank runs


3. Competition vs stability in banking


Carletti E., 2008, Competition and Regulation in Banking, in A. Boot and A. Thakor (eds.) Handbook of Financial intermediation and Banking, North Holland: 449-482.

4. Banking regulation


(*) compulsory readings